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we use the effect of field and gradient errors caused by closed 

orbit distortions in quadrupol? and sextupole magnets to deter- 

niine l.he bram position with respect to the center of these mag- 

nets. Their local fields are changed and the perturbed closed 

orbit or the t.une shift is measured. From the measured ef- 

fects of the field or gradient errors the horizontal and vertical 

beam position in tile quadrupolps or the horizontal position in 

the sextupoles can be deduced. The experimental setup can be 

used also for the measurement of the local beta functions in the 

quadrupole magnets. 

1 Beam Position Measurement 

The ideal orbit in a storage ring coincides with the axes of the 

qua<IrupoIe and sextupole magnets. Iu reality, the closed orbit 

is different from the ideal orbit and the particlp motion has to 

l,t’ considered in the magn?t,ir field on thp actual orbit. In case 

of a closrcl ,,rbit distortion in a quadrupolr magnet this field will 

contain a snjall additional dipole component (field error), 11. pro- 

portional to tllr quadrul)olr~ strength. k. and t.o the distancr,n. 

Iwtwren thr beam antI the axis <)f the magnet: 1lTk.A. If the 

st rrngth of t11r~ quadrltpolr is varied, the dipolt- term will change 

too. This firId error pprt.urbs the closed orbit, all around the ring 

[I] and a beam posit.ion measurement can be used to calculate 

the bran1 posit.ion: a, inside thus quadrup01e magnet [Z]. 

In c‘asc of a horizontal closed orbit. distortion, a,, in a sex- 

tupole iliagllet,, l.hv field expansion on the act.ual orbit cont,ains 

a small additional quadrupole field ro111p011ent. (gradient error), 

k, proport i~,nal to the sext,upole etr~ngth, m, and proportional 

to S,: kr2.m.AZ. If we vary the strength of l.hr sextupole, t.he 

tune shift associatrd with t.hr variation of the gradient error can 

be usrd t.o tleternline the horizontal beam posit.ion, a,, in the 

xext11polr llla~twt. 

* prrct-III twidrrcs. HrrG,rth C:nlt>H. Ha~nhurg, FIX{: 

‘present nddrr~c: l,ah. Narir)tlaI dr 1,112 Sincrotron, C’zunpinm Rrasil 

‘prrsrnt addrcsc: KPA, Jiilirh, FHG 

We apply both techniques to measure the position of the 

beam around the ring. At BESSY an additional power supply 

can be swi(.ched with a relay circuit to any of the 32 quadrupole 

or any of the 1G sextupole magnets of the storage ring. The 

design of our main power supplies allows one only to increase 

and not to decrease the individual magnet current. 

Three optical imaging systems [3] are used to observe the 

small orbit perturbations from the field variations of the quadru- 

poles. The beam posit.ions are measured with our random access 

camera (41 and two simple devices similar to the monitors used 

by Yu et al. [5]. These monitors are equipped with a lateral ef- 

fect photodiode and the analog output signals of the device are 

proportional to the horizontal and vertical beam position. The 

accuracy of the measurement is increased by switching the addi- 

tional quadrupole current on and off and averaging the position 

shifts of the beam. The measurement is under computer corn 

trol. The observed closed orbit perturbations are compared to 

linear optic calculations t,o det.ermine the position of the beam 

relative to the axis of the quadrupole magnet. The uncerlaint,y 

of this calculation is comparatively large (10.5 mm), however, 

because of the poor theoretical modelling of the BESSY storage 

ring. 

The determination of the horizontal beam position in thr 

sext.upole magnets is more accurate. III this case, only the beta 

furlctions in the sextupoles have to be taken from a theoretical 

optics calculation to estimate the beam position. The measure- 

ment is fully automated. The computer switches the additional 

power supply to the sextupole magnets and the tune is measured 

for 9 different current settings. We use a spectrum analyzer and 

tracking excitarion to determine the t,une. The beam is excitecl 

with strip lines and the response is detected with one pickup 

electrode. After thr measurement, the computer performs a 

st.raight line fit to the tunes and. from the slope of this line, 

t,he horizontal beam position is determined with a typical un- 

certainty of only 0.1 mm or 10 percent if the offset of the beam 

in the sextupole is large. 
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2 Beta Function Measurement 

The set,up described above for the determination of the hor- 

izontal beanr poaitiorr in the eexlupole magnets can be used 

immediately for the measurement of thP brt a function in the 

quadrupoles. The main effect of the additional quadrupole mag- 

net current is a tune shift, il&, proportional to the gradirnt. 

error. k, anti proportional t.o 111~ brta function, ij: 

AQ--l/4n.k.L.;?, where I, is the effective length of the qua- 

drupole magnet. In an actual measurement, t,he compute-r swit- 

ches the power supply to thr quadrupolrs, measures t.he tune 

shift, and dpt.crmines the beta functions from tll~ known m;tg- 

net calibration. A complete measure~ne~~t in all 32 quadrupole 

magnets lakes abollt 2 h. The gradient error, k, has 1.0 be kept 

low enough in order not to dist.ort, the measured beta function 

too much. In our case, this distortion is always IPSS than 2 per- 

crnt and the est,imal.ed overall uncertainty of lhe niraSurc=meut 

is around 2 percent. if the beta functions are large (i?’ 5 n). 

3 Results 

The measured horizontal closed orbit of the RESSY storage 

ring is shown in Fig.[l:. The measurement determinrs the orbit 

1 nx;mn: A -5 l-9 i \ I ‘r\ t * ’ \ 0 z-J+ -3 r 7 w+ 1, / .. \ u’ L .,/ ‘V 
Figure 1: Result of the horizontal closed orbit measurement. The 
beam positions were determined by the measured effects on the heam 
from local field variations in quadrupole and sextupole magnets. The 
errors are large in the quadrupoles due to the poor theoretical ~nod- 
elling of the storage rin 

k 
The displayed orbit has been urcd success- 

fully over the last coup c of years in spite of the large rms deviation 
of ahout 4 nun. The magnet lattice of the ring is indicated stnall 
rectangles are quadrupoles, largr rectangles arr hending magnets. 

with respect. to the centers of the quadrupole and sextupolp 

magnets. This is the nlain advantage of t,he technique described 

above. We used this vpry time consuming measurement to find 

the actual positions of our horizontal pickup electrodes with 

respect t.o fhr axis of neighbouring quadrupoles or sextupoles. 

In the vertical plane t,he position of the pickup plates rclativc 

to tllr magnets can easily t,r dc+erminrd with a theodotitr. Wrh 

routinely use t.he corrected results fro111 i 11~3 pickup lllonitors 

together with the horizoutctl bCaIn position measurt’ments ill 

the s?xtupoles to d~t~rmirle the closed orbit. 

Figwe 2: Horizontal orbit after a preliminary closed orhit correction 
in 1988. The rms deviation has been reduced to 1 nun. The heam 
positions were measured in the sextupoles (measurements are shown 
AS squares) at low heam current (c 11nA) and with pickup, tuonitorr: 
(shown as crosses) at higher currents (b lOmA 1. 

Fig. [2] shows a recent measurement of the preliminarily cor- 

rected horizontal orbit. The rms deviation of the orbit has been 

reduced t,o 1 mm. Currently we are monitoring the horizontal 

orbit more frequent.ly t,o investigate the long term stability of 

the position of the beam. In principle a 1tior6~ rrfined closed 

orbit correction is possible but makes sense only if the beam 

position is stable over long Gmes. 

In Fig. [3] the measured horizontal (left) and the vertical 

(right.) betafunctions arc shown. The line i11 thr top is thr TC- 

suit of the linear optics calculat.ion. The sextupol~ magnrts have 

been swit,ched off for t,his measurement. and in this case we find 

fair agreement bet.ween the measurement. (shown as sqares) and 

the theoretical calculation. In the middle of Fig. [3] the same 

experimental results are used to display the brta beat, A/3//3. 

The beta b?at is determined from the exI>erimental results only. 

Ttke MESSY storage ring lattice possesses a fourfold symmetry. 

Every superperiod is mirror symmetric with respect to the in- 

ner dipole. Thercforr, f 01 any quadrupole magnet there are 8 

similar cluadrupoles and the average of the measured 8 beta 

functions has been-used to calculate the beta beat. The beta 

heat is less than 10 percent if the sextupolCs ar? switch?d off 

but inrrrases to 20 perrenl if the srxtupolrs are used for chro- 

Iiiatir-ity c.rlnlI,rllr;a.tic)tr (Fig. [3] t)cottc>tn). This large- ?>eta &at 

is ca~~swl 1,~ thr rmllainillg closed orl)i’ tlist~,rt,ion in 111-s sex- 

tlll’cJ<t magncth. A sinlpl? castinlatr [G] for L)I~I‘ <-as<- with ii riii5 

drviat ion of t tic* orbit of 1 nun agrees \vit Ii t II? ol~s?rwt io11. 

In Fig. 14. t III- mraxurrd arkd calrrllatt?l l>rt ii bats are 

shown for a 30 mm magnet gap of ttir HESSI’ iiiultipolp wig- 

gler/undulator 171, ‘The four q~~atlrllpolr niagii?tS adjarenl to 

III? undrdator Iiav~ brm powh.‘T~d irltliviclually with two addi- 

tiorlal power supplies to ronlpcnsatr* t hc vert.ical and ILorizontal 

foclrssing proprrtirs 0 f fhr ins.rrtiorl drvicc. ‘l’ltr expc~rimt~ni a1 

rmult is ill fair agrreme~~t wit II ttif~ ralrlllati~~r~. ‘I‘hr bpia hat 

is s1Idtcr 4llcttl IO percent iI1 1~0th plmtw t1111 111orc pr~~~~ou~lccrl 

in the horizontal plane. 
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Figure 3: Top measured and calculated beta functions for the low 
enlit.tance optics METRO. The sextupoles have heen switched off. 
Middle - measured beta beat without sextupoles. Bottom - measured 
heta beat with the sext,upoles switched on. The chromaticity was 
compensated to positive values in both planes. 

Figure 4: Measured and calculated beta beat for a 30 - gap of 
the BESSY undulator. The tune shifts caused by the insertion device 
have hcen corrected for locally. 

4 C011c1usi011 

We have shown that the measurable effects caused by a variation 

of the local sextupole or quadrupole strength yield information 

on important beam paramet,ers. The horizontal posit,ions of the 

beanr with respect. to the center of the sextupole magnets are 

useful for a realistic estimate of the dynamic aperture by track- 

ing studies. At BESSY the knowledge of the beam position in 

the sextupoles is essential for au effective horizontal closed orhit 

correction. 7’11~ measured beam positions relat.ive to the mag- 

nets cali be used to correct the offset of pickup monitors. The 

unperturbed symmetry of storage rings of t!re third generation 

of synchrotron light sources is important for a large dynamical 

aperture. The measurement and the correction of the beta beat 

might become essential for these storage rings. 
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